**Identity-based groups fuel a groundswell of aid for Harris**

Black women, black dudes and others have been raising money for the

**For RKJ’s campaign, it’s a struggle to stay relevant**

Independent is left on the sidelines as Trump

**Regulators hustle to start testing for pesticides in weed**

Under intense pressure from millions of weed users, California officials are scrambling to test cannabis products for potentially hazardous substances.

**Olympics once again buzzing as energy, crowds return to Games**

As athletes and fans make their way to the Tokyo Games, the chance to compete on the world stage once again is a welcome return.

**Biden’s plant on brink of Superfund site status**

A battery recycling plant in Vallejo, California, is one step closer to being declared a Superfund site after the Environmental Protection Agency determined the plan needed to be investigated due to hazardous waste that could pose a threat to public health and the environment.

**Vernon plant on brink of Superfund site status**

A battery recycling plant in Vallejo, California, is one step closer to being declared a Superfund site after the Environmental Protection Agency determined the plan needed to be investigated due to hazardous waste that could pose a threat to public health and the environment.

**Simone Biles of the United States wins to fans after qualifying for the women’s team gymnastics at the 2024 Paris Olympics on Sunday. The U.S. women, led by Biles, won the team gold on Tuesday.**

**Tide is a new presence for fans**

A global pandemic stunted the last two editions of this international competitive
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